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Introduction: 

In the current world every day we are dealing with one or the other insurance productslike auto insurance, 
property insurance, health insurance or life insurance etc. The insuranceworld is producing 1.5 quintillion bytes 
of data every day, natural language processing is thekey to find sense out of this volume of data. In this paper, 
we are trying to explain real-timedata streaming and will evaluate the importance of sentiment analysis using 
cloud- basednatural language processing (NLP) and how it is shaping the insurance industry by providinga360-
degreeview of the customer decision support system. 

Sentiment analysis has taken the center stage in business decision making in recent years with the growth of 
the social media. With their of BigData ,cloud computing ,real-time data streaming and machine learning, the 
NLP gotanew dimension to expedite there search on sentiment analysis and, practical usability. Meaningful 
insights from the sentiment analysishelps to measure the customer satisfaction and provide companies the 
data they need to manage their leads. 

AIM: 

In this study we collected customer real time feedback from company site and from social media sites of some 
of the topinsurers.We,first separately and then combinedly processed those feedbacks in Azure cloud 
environment using NLP 

algorithms. A stochastic model was built andapplied to gather the feedback for all stages of insurance lifecycle 

(submission, quote, under-writing, policy issuance, Renewal including claim life cycle if any) to identify critical 

action able information. 

For our research work, we captured and ingested large amount of real time data from socialmedia and 

company websites using an Azure data factory (ADF) pipeline and using Azure eventhubs.Those data then 

passed to Azureblob storage to read it through Data bricks. We built our Auto-ML framework using spark 

engine to build the NLP model and access the data from blob containers. There altime feedbacks both positive 

and negative observations are captured in different dashboard susinga Power BI dashboard 

RESULTS: 

In this digital world, the driving factors of success for the insurers are the real customer feedbacks and how 

soon they can address customer concerns. This NLP framework aids   as abusiness meme for companies to 

build multi-support- based channels to give the best customer care and upsurgethe brand value. At each point 

of their decision model: sales, marketing, binding, billing, and claims handling this NLP frame work is going to 

give them information what customers need and how their competitors are doing to increase their leads. The 

presentexperiment is intended to boost the insurance product design by taking all level of customers in mind, 

improve claim handling process, encourage clear and concise communication and product recommendation. 

CONCLUSIONS: 

As known, reading customers mind is a difficult task. In digital world, ease of doing businessand better 
customer services are the most important aspects to beat your competitors. Ourresults provide multi-
faceted evidence on how  and  what customer  feedback  means  to  insuranceindustries and how they 
can leverage that to upscale their business targets.In future, we willmake our research settings large    
to accommodate some more NLP procedures using some 
besttoolsavailableinthemarket.Wewillalsocompareandtryour outputswiththethird-party 

vendor products to study an efficient sentiment analyzer using deep learning algorithms for video and 
audio files. 
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